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I, INTRODUCTION 

To meet the long-range commitments of the Michigan Department 

of State Highways and Transportation (MDSHT) with regard to 

planning, programming and construction of a total transportation 

network in conformance with State goals for land use and 

preservation of the natural environment, it has become apparent 

that future projects undertaken by the MDSHT must conform to a 

.state coordinate system. Conformance to such a system will 

permit greater speed and accuracy in performance of surveys 

and in referencing land titles to a uniform system. 

As a result of this apparent need, the Department Executive 

Committee, on November 12, 1974, authorized formation of a 

study committee to examine the benefit-cost considerations of 

future compliance with the Michigan Statewide Coordinate System 

and to consider methods of financing and implementing the system 

if it is considered feasible, 

A committee to "study the benefits to the State of Michigan of 

a statewide coordinate system'' was established to include 

representatives of interested State agencies and of industry. 

The Committee consists of the following: 

John W. Knecht, Jr .. Chairman, Administrative Assistant 
to the Dire~tor, MDSHT. 

Casimir Zajac, P. E., Engineer, Road Design, MDSHT. 

M. Tarik Ataman, P. E., Engineer, Route Location, MDSHT, 

Douglas Hooth, R.L.S., P~ E., Survey Supervising Engineer, 
MDSHT. 



Leo Thrall, A.S.P., C.E.T., Supervisor, Photogrammetrics 
Unit, MDSHT. 

Edward w. Eva, P.E., Engineer, Engineering Systems 
Development Section, MDSHT. 

Milton E. Dekeyser, P.E., R.L.S., President, Michigan 
Society of Registered Land Surveyors. 

David Pawlaczyk, R.L.S., Secretary, Giffels-Webster 
Engineers, Inc. 

Earl F. Burkholder, R.L.S., Project Manager, Commonwealth 
Associates, Inc. 

The following report i• furnished on the basis of research and 

study by the Statewide Coordinate Study Committee. Conclusions 

and recommendations are the consensus of the Committee, which 

has concluded that it would be beneficial for the Department 

and for the State to implement a system of compliance with the 

Statewide Coordinate System. 



II. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The studies and recommendations of the committee are based 

on a complete review of existing systems and laws and upon 

meetings with officials of the Federal Government, affected 

State agencies and members of the Michigan Society of 

Registered Land Surveyors. 

To permit efficient use by all public and private agencies in 

Michigan, it is important that the system adopted provide a 

simple but sufficiently precise frame of reference for all 

forms of land and construction surveys. 

The recommended Statewide Coordinate System provides a 

reference system that will permit rapid storage, retrieval, 

utilization and interaction between existing and proposed 

automated data files, but it will be sufficiently simple to 

permit utilization by users who do not employ sophisticated 

computers. 

When fully implemented, the system would be the basis of all 

future land surveys in Michigan. Although immediate benefits 

will be limited, the system's benefits would increase con

stantly as more surveys are performed in conformance with 

the State Coordinate System and as the data base expands. 

This would make initial costs more than worthwhile. 

The existing system, as defin•d by Act 9 of Public Acts of 

1964, provides an entirely adequate foundation for the future. 
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The system meets all existing and projected Federal needs 

and standards. 

The committee, therefore, concluded that the benefits to be 

derived from the recommended coordinate system will be of 

major long-range significance to government, industry and 

the general public. 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. That the authority and responsibility for the adminis

tration of the coordinate program be the Department of 

Natural Resources', Office of Geodetic ~urveys. 

B. That to provide funds needed to administer the program, 

legislation be enacted to impose a tax of $1.00 on all 

deeds recorded in Michigan. 

c. That the Michigan Department of State Highways and 

Transportation immediately implement a pilot project 

for completion of a portion of the State Coordinate 

System in conjunction with the interstate project on 

I-69 from Charlotte to Perry. The procedures to be 

followed are outlined in Federal Highway Administration 

Transmittal #48 (see attachment). The cost of the 

project is estimated to be approximately $250,000, re

quiring 18 to 24 months to complete. Transmittal #48 

provides funding for control surveys in the same ratio 

as the highway construction project, in this case 90% 

Federal monies and 10% Michigan monies. 

D. That the FHWA be requested to increase funds available 

to MDSHT by 90% of $250,000, 
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IV. COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

A. What are they? 

Coordinate Systems provide a method for relating accumul-

ated horizontal control on land surveying information to 

permanent ground monuments. The monuments have known 

coordinates or mathematical values that can be related 

to other points within the same datum, or to other datums 

when ties exist. 

The Michigan Coordinate System is a mathematically 

designed system of coordinates based upon geodetically* 

surveyed quadrangle nets that have been established, 

primarily by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey 

(USC&GS), National Ceodetic Surveys (N.G.S., formerly 

USC&GS), during the past 100 years. These nets are 

defined by permanent ''in-the-ground'' concrete monuments 

at numerous locations throughout the State of Michigan 

and the continental United States. 

At present, the concrete monuments established as part of 

the system lines are approximately 10 to 15 miles apart, 

with large voids in the existing network. There are many 

places in the State where the network does not exist. 

(See attached map). The coordinates utilized in determining 

geodetic locations are X = Longitude and Y = Latitude, 

* Geodetic surveys are surveys of high order or precision 
adjusted to give consideration to the spherical surface of 
the earth. 
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B. Effects of a Coordinate System to the State of Michi~ 

The Michigan State Plane Coordinate System is a tool 

which can be used in any part of the State of Michigan 

in which monuments are accessible. A well monumented 

coordinate system coupled with the availability, capability, 

and storage capacity of large modern electronic computers, 

makes it possible to organize and catalogue data in a 

meaningful and readily accessible manner. 

One important common denominator between data files is 

that of location. It is imperative that capability be 

provided to locate features bpth natural and man-made, as 

well as groupings of demographic data, economic 

features and patterns of events etc, and so forth on the 

earth's surface. 

Computer operations are handled more efficiently if 

location can be expressed in mathematical terms such as 

coordinates based on the conventional right-handed 

orthogonal (Cartesian) system. The Cartesian1 system has 

been used m mathematical, scientific, and engineering 

professions for many years. 

1 Cartesian System Coordinates are a pair of numbers which 
locate a point by indicating its distance fiom a fixed pair 
of lines intersecting one another at right angles, each 
distance is measured parallel to the other fixed line, (Webster} 
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Many problems develop when one attempts to relate data 

of one Cartesian system with that of another one. In 

order to do ~o, one must relate the origin and orien-

tations of the two systems. If the systems are well 

defined, the comparison is a mathematical operation of 

rotation and translation which is simple on a computer. 

Many local coordinate systems have been established with 

little or no regard for the relationship of their system 

to state or national systems. These systems are usually 

unrelated to each other except by their actual physical 

location which can only be determined by a field survey. 

The problem is compounded by the fact that our earth is 

ellipsodal. Attempting to mathematically relate these 

systems by the use of conventional methods would be a 

monumental problem. However, once they are tied to the 

Michigan Coordinate System, they can be related to each 

other efficiently through the computer. 

The U.S. Government has used a system of geographic 

coordinates to control national mapping activities through 

the triangulation network, which now covers North America. 

Geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) are a 

global reference system utilizing angular units (degrees, 

minutes and seconds) rather than leng~h units (feet or 

meters). 
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The Federal Government publishes a list (Horizontal 

Positions or Trig List) of established monuments for use 

by others. Most surveying is performed using length units 

rather than angular units and is based on principles of 

plane Euclidian geometry. Therefore, the state plane 

coordinate system,(Act 9 of Public Acts of 1964), was 

developed to provide a mathematical relationsh~p between 

points on a global reference system (latitude and longi

tude) and a plane coordinate representation of the same 

point. Thus, the national triangulation network provides 

a skeleton fram~work to which the statewide plane 

coordinate system can be related, 

In projecting from a curved surface to a flat plane a 

small distortion cannot be avoided, but the resulting 

individual inaccuracies are so small as to be inconse-

quential for most uses. Within the state plane system,the 

angular relationship between objects is preserved and the 

small inherent lineal distortion is eliminated through 

proper application of a scale factor. By using the 

Michigan State Plane Coordinate Systei!J, o.ne can share in 

the advantages of a global ref~rence system and yet have 

the convenience and efficiency of operating en a Ca~tesian 

System. Computer files can then be systematically 

organized and data can be catalogued by location for 

manipulation and retrieval for meaningful use by all. 
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Thus, any proiect can be given a spatial relationship 

to the earth's surface. Ry using the Michigan State 

Plane Coordinate System a design engineer may sccurat~lv 

determine the location of all features within a pro1ect. 

The coordinate system also provides the ability to 

locate or reference the project to influencing factors 

such as sources or power, movement of people, environ

mental resources, present and pro1ected land use and 

many other parameters which may have an imnact ort the 

project. 

The entire State of Michigan is covered bv three Lambert 

Projection Zones; a North Zone, Central Zone, and a 

South Zone. Projects that are linear such as pipelines, 

transmission lines, or Interstate and State Highways w·hich 

cross projection zones or extend into other states can 

still be related to the total scheme without developing 

discontinuities in referencing coordinates. This is 

accomplished by converting to geographic coordinates and 

back again to the plane coordinates in the next zone through 

the use of a computer. 

Currently, it is only with considerable difficulty, 

frustration, and clos lv manipulation that projects on 

separate systems can be accurately related to each other. 

Even then the product is a ''Bastard'' system which is 

severely limited in scope and apPlication, On the other 
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hand, all information which is referenced to the Michigan 

State Plane Coordinate System is inherently integrated 

into a broader, consistent set of data. The Department 

of State Highways and Transportation can plan, design and 

build transportation facilities on the same system that 

the Department of Natural Resources uses to monitor the 

quality of our environment. Utility compaies can locate 

and inventory within the State Plane Coordinate System all 

equipment and service locations as well as their planning, 

feasibility, and resource allocation studies. City 

engine~rs will be able to relate the location of watermains 

to gas lines, sewer lines, right-of-way lines, or any 

other feature of interest which has oeen defined. Further-

more, operating with a common data base, with information 

on a data file, provides the capability to produce computer 

generated maps and overlays, drawn to any scale, eliminating 

expensive drafting. Many agencies in State, county, and 

local government as well as.commercial and private 

organizations will benefit from using an integrated data 

base for locating their services and operations. 

There are advantages for the surveying profession in using 

the state plane system, As the surveyor measures the 

relative positions of objects, and reports on his findings, 

the value of his information is greatly enhanced if he is 

able to relate any location to the broader body of data. 

For example; The size and shape of a building may be 
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interesting, but with its location defined by coordinates 

one can tell immediately where it is located with respect 

to a planned transportation or utility cooridor defined 

on the same system. 

In the surveying profession it is standard practice to 

return to a common starting or reference point, This is 

called ''closing the survey'', and is done to provide a 

check on the work to insure against errors. In using the 

state plane coordinates, one can qegin at a triangulation 

station (or similarly defined point) and traverse to 

another known point miles away, completing the survey 

without returning to the point of origin. Further, if in 

so doing one executes the work with proper discipline and 

adequately,,!marks the traverse points, then points thus 

defined can become beginning and ending points for those 

who later survey in the same area. 

Another principle essential to surveying is that of 

monumentation. Since original government surveys marked 

the location of our section and quarter section corners, 

in the early 1800's, it has been the responsibility of 

the surveying profession to perpetuate these locations 

from available evidence. The importance of the location 

of section corners cannot be over-emphasized as title to 

most of the lands throughout Michigan is referenced to the 

section corners of the U.S. Public Land Survey System. 
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The change to use of coordinate systems in surveying 

and aerial mapping becomes greatly simplified through 

the use of modern computer technology. The storage of 

data resulting from surveying and mapping activities 

and the retrieval of pertinent information in usable 

form is now a reality. Duplication of survey effort and 

additional costs can be greatly reduced by reproducing 

stored survey and mapped data on computer driven automatic 

plotters. These data are available to all persons 

requiring survey information. 

It is significant to note that data, currently being 

used throughout every subdivision of government, can be 

tied, by definition, to the coordinate network and then 

related to other data for analysis purposes. 

The need for a point of commonality for referencing 

information used thorugh all levels of government and 

industry is paramount. A Stfttewide coordinate system 

complet~ly meets this need. 
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c. Development of a Michigan Coordinate System 

A plan for establishment of the first state coordinate 

system was submitted to the U.S. Coast and Geodetic 

Survey by an engineer of the North Carolina State Highway 

Department. He sought a method of utilizing geodetic data 

over an entire state which would involve only principles 

of plane surveying. This brought about the establishment 

in 1933 of the North Carolina Coordinate System, by means 

of which geodetic positions of triangulation stations could 

be transformed into plane rectangular coordinates on a 

single grid. Surveys in all parts of the state, so 

referenced, could be accurately described by their 

coordinates referenced to the common origin of the grid. 

The Coast and Geodetic Surveys, engineers, and math~ma

maticians worked out the system, 

After the establishment of the coordinate system in North 

Carolina, a similar system was developed for each state. 

For some states, a single origin and meridian or reference 

were sufficient. Other states, because of their large 

size, were divded into several belts or zones, each zone 

having its own origin and reference meridian. It is now 

the practice of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey to 

compute and publish the adjusted coordinates of the state 

svstem, based upon the North American datum of 1927. 
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At a meeting on September 8, 1936, the Federal Board of 

Surveys and Maps recommended to its member organizations 

that, whenever practicable, they adopt the system of 

plane coordinates. These would be devised for the various 

states by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. The use of these 

state systems of plane coordinates as bases for their 

surveys and maps will not, because of their nature or 

extent, require the use of some other system of coordinates 

or method of recording. 

A result of the growing use of the State Coordinate System 

is the formal recdgnition given the system in a number of 

state legislatures, Such action has been taken in many 

states and is pending in others. The following is a list 

of states with laws establishing State Coordinate Systems: 

Alabama 
Arizona 
California 
Connecticut 
Delaware 
Georgia 
Indiana 
Louisiana 
Maine 
Maryland 

Massachusetts 
Michigan 
Minnesota 
Missouri 
Nevada 
New Jersey 
New York 
North Carolina 
North Dakota 
Ohio 

Individual city and metropolitan surveys: 

Washington, D. c. 
Philadelphia 
New York City 
Detroit 
Flint 
Toronto 
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Oregon 
Pennsylvania 
Rhode Island 
South Dakota 
Tennessee 
Texas 
Vermont 
Virginia 
Washington 
Wisconsin 



In Michigan, since 1964, it has been legally permissable 

to define the locations of ground positions in terms of 

the Michigan Coordinate System. At the same time it has 

not been widely used primarily because of the scarcity of 

ground monumentation existing throughout the state. The 

only ''in-the-ground'' monuments which do exist are those 

that were esta-blished as part of the network established 

by the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. The large spaces 

between existing monuments has made it difficult and 

costly to base engineering projects on the Michigan 

Coordinate System. The existing system does have one 

important function; it will serve as the skeleton upon 

which a usable State Co~rdinate System can be built and 

expanded to serve the need~ of users in the future. 

The location of MDSHT owned property depends upon the 

existence of properly located public land survey corners. 

Occasionally, the witnesses and the corner are removed by 

construction activities in the vicinity. This results in 

a costly resurvey in order to reestablish the corner in 

its proper location. If a Michigan State Coordinate System 

existed where monuments were of sufficient density, the 

restoration of an obliterated corner would be relatively 

simple and economical to perform. 

Descriptions of state owned land could be prepared using 

Michigan State Coordinates to define boundaries, thus" 

avoiding the ambiguous and vague wording sometimes found 
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in land descriptions. Right of way monuments, once 

established, would have a coordinate value which would 

make them simple to replace ~f destroyed, Highway align-

ment could be shown on plans making use of State 

Coordinate Grid azimuths in place of the present system 

of assumed solar or quadrant bearings, The azimuth system 

will eliminate the need for bearing equations and will 

relate all abutting project plans and land descriptions 

when they are based upon the Michigan Coordinate System, 

Subsequent, resurveys and improvements to trunklines 

would be expedited when the original construction is based 

on the same coordinate system, 

The Director, National Geodetic Survey (NGS), Captain 

Leonard S. Baker, has submitted a marked plan and cost 

estimate whereby the present Michigan Coordinate System 

can be expanded to a point where it will be useful to many 

public and private agencies for engineering uses. The 

plan requires placing additional aonuments :l.n all counties 

except those in the UppeE Peninsula. and Emmet, Cheboygan 

and Presque Isle in the Lower Peninsula. The plan will 

bring existing control up to an acceptable level of 

accuracy and density (see attr~cbed. map). The recommendation 

for main scheme monuments is based on population per square 

mile with a close spacing of monuments in the more densely 

populated counties. Following is a .breakdown of the 

recommendations. 
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Spacing of People Per No. of Mon. Cost No. (1 f 
Monum!jOts ·Sgu§re Mi. To Be Placed {$l,OOO) Co. lnv. 

2-4 mi.les 101 to 4414 912 4 ,1 04 22 

4-6 miles 44 to 94 426 1,917 19 

6-10 miles 3 to 35 134 603 24 

Under the Federal plan the state will pay 50% of the 

estimated $6,624,000 cost. The above estimate is based 

on an estimated cost of $4,506 per main scheme monument, 

NGS also recommends that each main scheme monument have 

two or three subsidiary monuments established and that 

traverse monuments be placed at one mile intervals between 

subsidiary monuments. These later monuments would involve 

additional expense but presumably ~ould be installed at 

a later date. 

For approximately 30 years prior to passage of Act 9, 

Public Acts of 1964, the Michigan Coordinate System was 

based on the Transverse Mercator Map Projection. Wilen 

legislation was prepared, the Lambe~t Conformal pro~ection 

was determined to be most approprtafk be.cause no other 

projection can cover the state with a lesser amount ~f 

zones and still conform to the constraints of varidli,tion 

of scale factor from unity. not to exc~eed 1:10,000. 

The prspomed plan by NGS would provide the basic network 

from which the remaining Michigan State Plane Coordf~ate 

System monuments could be placed. The in-state expertise 
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required for implementing the last phase of the plan 

is well within the capabilities of surveyors from both 

the public and private sectors. This combined expertise 

should be used for completing the n•twork. 
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D. Administration of the Program 

An organization charged with implementing Geodetic Surveys 

would have two main purposes. The first purpose would 

be to provide a source of readily available information 

concerning the existing U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 

control, within the state, in the form of maps and files 

of government publications. The second purpose would be 

to perform surveys in the areas requested by engineers 

and surveyors in order to increase the number of control 

markers already established by the NGS. 

The authority and responsibility for performing these 

functions should be placed in a state agency. 

House Bill No, 4074 (see attachment), introduced February 

1, 1973, proposed adding the administration of the 

Michigan Coordinate System to the Geological Survey 

Division (GSD) of the Department of Natural Resources (DNR). 

It should be pointed out that the bill did not include a 

provision for funding the organization. Passage of a bill 

which would include appropriate funding is essential before 

any long range plan can be developed. It is the consensus 

and recommendation of the committee that the Department 

of State Highways and Transportation initiate action leading 

to the iniroduction of a bill which would place the authority 

and responsibility for administration of the Coordinate 

System Program within the Department of Natural Resources, 

by creating an Office of Geodetic Surveys. 
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Personnel with the DNR have indicated acceptance of this 

course of action, providing the necessary funding is 

appropriated by the Legislature. As an alternative to 

establishing the administrative authority for the 

Coordinate System in the DNR we propose that the MDSHT 

be given the appropriate authority and funds for the 

administration of the program through legislative action. 

The rationale for this course of action is that the 

Department currently has a large fund of expertise to 

meet the requirements of a long range program. 

The MDSHT in performing normal activities required within 

the Department carries out more surveying, throughout 

Michigan, than any other agency. 

The need for coordinate type data including planimetric, 

topography, maps, census data etc., used in the planning 

and constructing of transportation facilities no doubt 

qualifies the Department as one of the largest data users 

in the state. 

The administration of the Michigan Coordinate System 

program, requires the development of a high!~ professional 

organization equipped w~th the proper instruments and 

accessories to produce the required accura~es 

Act. 
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The National Geodetic Survey is most anxious to engage in 

a program of Geodetic Control Surveying within the State 

of Michigan. 

Gilbert Mitchell of NGS, in a meeting held in Lansing, 

stated that NGS is willing to help institute a control 

program in Michigan. There are presently two methods 

which could be employed to accomplish this: 

A.) NGS will provide an advisor and equipment, 

for training purposes of personnel in all 

facets of control surveying for period of 

one year. The state would be obligated to 

furnish 1/2 the cost of this individual, 

(approximately$15,000) and provide office 

space and secretarial service. 

B.) A force of approximately 40 people could 

be put to work in Michigan, as early as the 

spring of 1976, to work 6 months of the year 

setting control monuments in the state. The 

DNR would provide their own people and 

equipment to work along with the NGS personnel 

to set the local second order stations while 

the towers were still in place. 

An alternative to the methods described would be to develop 

a program using resources from the private sector. 

The Professional Land Surveyors using their technical 

expertise and equipment resources can make a major con-

tribution toward completing the system. UsinA their 



knowledge and drawing from the pool of non-~echnical 

unemployed, a large work force could be mobilized to 

produce an immediate impact upon unemployment as well 

as the immediate benefits to be derived from the system. 

A program of this nature could create 400-500 new jobs 

for the life of the project, Additional monies from 

the general fund would be needed to support the project. 

Supportive of the cooperative program with DNR is a 

program developed through the Federal Highway Adminis

tration for control surveys in conjunction with 

transportation facilities. 

Transmittal #48, as addendum to the Federal Highway 

Administration, (FHWA), Federal-aid Highway ProgYam 

Manual defines procedures for performing control surveys 

as part of highway construction and states that the 

ratio of federal participation will be that authorized 

for the class of funds applicable t~ the Federal-aid 

system involved. In other words, control work along the 

interstate system would be on a 90% ~ 10% federal-aid 

basis,while work along primary and secondary federal-aid 

roads would be on a 70% - 30% basis. In addition, NGS 

will supply one-half of the state's share of the cost of 

the control surveys. (copy of Transmittal #48 is 

attached to this report). 

Transmittal #48 describes the only existing methods of 

implementing a monumentation program utilizing federal 
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funds, It should be emphasized that funding for other 

than Interstate Highways would come from the yearly 

approptionment. Kowever, the cost, to the state, of a 

control survey program will be far exceeded by tha future 

benefits both public snd private. 

As previously discussed, .a joint or cooperative long 

range program between NGS, the Stat~ of Michigan, private 

• 
surveying and engineering firms is the ideal method of 

completing the network. 

An analysis of field and office operations indicate the 

need for DNR, Office of Geodetic Surveys, to establish 

at least initially, a professional staff of eleven (11); 

~· supporting technical staff of ten (10); clerical staff of 

one. 

The field crews working with NGS crews would then place 

the subsidiary stations and one mile stations, that are 

required, utilizing thirty meter towers of NGS. 

NGS normally places one main schem~ station per man per 

month. The forecasted time required for completing the 

main schemes stations is then six plus years. The fore-

cast for completing the remainder of the network is 

projected to be ten plus years. 

The MDSHT could make a major impact on the time required 

to complete the system by developing a plan for placing 

monuments in conjunction with planned transportation 

facilities. 
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V. FISCAL EFFECT 

A. Cost 

The development of a cooperative program between National 

Geodetic Surveys (NGS) and Office of Geodetic Surveys of 

the Department of Natural Resources involves combining 

professional expertise of both organizations into an 

integrated work unit. 

The NGS crew consists of 20 men equipped with the latest 

in theodolites, long distance measuring devices, and self 

erecting towe.rs. 

Tlie Geodetic Survey crews should include 6 men each, 3 

crews with a supporting office staff of 4 people as well 

as comparable equipment. 

)!QS Cost 

Twenty (20) men @ $22,000/year (including living costs) = 

$440,000. 

DNR Cost 

The Office of Geodetic Surveys staff would incur the same 

annual operating cost of $440,000. 

Therefore, in a contributing program the State of Michigan 

would be required to support financially 50% of the NGS 

cost or $220,000. 

In support of this program, the Michigan Department of 

State Highways and Transportation (MDSHT) in conjunction 

with the annual transportation facility construction 
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program could perform similar activities. The MDSHT 

work would be performed under the direction of NGS 

following the guidelines of Federal Highway Administration 

(FHWA) Policy and Procedural Memorandum (PPM) #48 

(attached). The added coat for performing the monumenta~ 

tion work to a minimum of second order accuracy would be 

an added cost to the MDSHT. The additional cost should 

be credited to the MDSHT account fro.m GENERAL FUNDS. The 
' 

added cost· for first and second order monumentation and 

increased survey accuracy would be approxim·ately $1,000 

per mile. 

The annual estimated amount for additional surveying work 

to be performed on the Federal-aid Primary and Secondary 

System, Interstate System and other transportation 

facilities is based upon 70 mile~ of new construction 

per year. Considering federal participation in the 

program, it is estimated the MDSHT would incur added cost 

in the amount of approximately $20,000 per year for this 

type of a program. 

The MDSHT could under the same FHWA program develop an 

annual program for monumenting the complemdportlon of the 

transportation system. The coat for this work would be 

dependent upon the availability of field crews and Federal 

Highway monies. The projected fiscal effect to t~e State 

of Hichigan is forecasted to be approxi"'ately $6.!i6,000 per 

year, for the initial six pl\IB years. Approximately 
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$440,000 per year for the following five to six years 

and then reducing to approximately $300,000 per year to 

mRintain supporting staff. 
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B. Financing the Program 

2. State Monies 

a. Available Michigan Department of State Highways 

and Transportation Monies. 

Act 51 of Public Act 1951 restricts the-use of 

the gasoline tax to highway purposes, however, 

monumentation within the corridors of highway 

facilities is an integral part of the design and 

planning process, Highway funds used to monument 

the entire highway system should then plsy a 

significant role in completing the system. 

It is estimated a program of this nature would 

account for approximately 10,000 monuments of the 

needed 50,000 monuments. 

b, Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Monies. 

The DNR currently has a mapping program but has 

neither the authority nor the funds to support 

a coordinate monumentation program. 

The State Mapping Advisory Committee, created in 

1966 by Section 16 of House Bill 4044, recommended 

thst the State participate in the cooperative 

program for 7.5 minute quadrangle mapping by USGS. 

The legislature has appropriated a yearly 

allocation of $50,000 of MDSHT funds as the State 

share in the program. 
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c. It will be necessary to provide monies from 

the GENERAL FUND to financially support a 

program for monumen.tating the remainder of the 

state. 

In order to eliminate the negative affect of 

the program on the General Fund, legislation 

proposing $1.00 tax on all deeas registered in 

Michigan is recommended. The $1,00 tax will 

produce between $500,000 to $750,000 annually, 

enough to administer the program. A continuing 

program for funding is not only essential but, 

mandatory. 
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c . 

The coordinate study committee examined present survev 

procedures and compared them with methods that would be 

used with a completely monumented system compatible with 

existing state statutes. 

Three areas of survey costs and savings were the basis 

for the cost benefit analysis: 

1. Land survevs being performed by surveyors 

in the private sectors to set or re-set 

property boundaries. 

2 . Engineeering surveys performed in connection 

with planning, design and construction of 

physical projects. 

3. Functions related to using, recording, checking 

and <approving documents, plans, legal descriptions, 

creating maps etc., resultant from the previous 

two types of surveys. 

There are approximately 500 Registered Land Surveyors in 

private practice in Michigan at the present time. In per-

forming property surveys approximately 58% of their time 

involves locating corners. Approximately 750,000 deeds are 

recorded each year, Approximately 200,000 of these trans-

actions require a property survey that includes locating 

corners. The cost savings resulting from a completed system 

would evolve from the man hours saved in locating corners. 

It is estimated 50% of these hours would be saved. 
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Charges for property surveys are based upon costs for 

men and equipment. Therefore, the following analysis is 

developed: 

J .• Average cost per property survey is approximately 

$100.00. 

$100.00 X 200,000 X (58% X SO%) = 5,800,000 

2. Engineering Surveys 

A. Department of State Highways and 

Transportation Field Surveys, 5%-10% 

of Annual Expenditures (1,500,000) = 150,000 

B. Private Engineering Surveys in 

Michigan estimated 10,000,000 1;,000,000 

3. Related Functions = 1,000,000 

TOTAL 10,950,000 

Cost/Benefit Analysis (In Millions) 

Years Years Year Year 
1-6 7.-12 13 _lL 

Cost $3.9 $ 2. 6 $ 0.3 $ o.J 

Benefits $10.95 $10.95 

Accured ($3. 9) 
Benefits 

( $6. 5) $4.15 $14.8 
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Act :lo. f) 

Pu~~tc .\cts of ~161 
Ap~ -,v~~ ay JnY~rnor 

;t.a .-c :1 ~ 0 , l 'i 61 

c~y~. I? l:c-
"~-'o (:'I 

c-"urr f/ !' o ;j;Ov o,-?. 1J 
. STATE OF MICftt~/'NU> () 6' !.9 <:-cro,y 

''Gv () ?.J . t:; A lt. 
v <ic,y 

REGULAR SESSION OF 19 . "s () 

() 
Introduced by Reps. Bursley, Gordon, Hasrnusscn, Mrs. lla;cr, Davis, Cobb a 1 

ENROLLED IIOUSE BILL -No. 203 
AN ACT to describe, define and officially adopt a system of coordinates for designating 

the position of points on the surface of the earth within lhis state. 

The People of the State of Michigan enact: 

Sec. I. (1) The system of plane coordinates which has been established by the united 
States coast and geodetic survey for defining and stating the positions or loc:!tio:\s uf points 
on the surface of the earth within this state is hereafter to be known and designated as the 
}..ficbigan coordinate system. 

(2) For the purpose of the use of this system the slate is divided into a north zone, 
a central zone and a south zone. 

(3) The area now included in the fOllowing counties constitutes the north zor:e: Go;cbic, 
Ontonagon, Houghton, Keweenaw, B;uaga, Iron, 1\f;uquette, Dickinson, fi.fenominee, Alger, 
Delta, Schoolcraft, Luce, Chippewa and l\lackinac. . 

(4) The area now included in the following counties constitutes the central zone: 
Emmet, Cheboygan, Presque Isle, Charlevoix, Ledanau, Antrim, Otsego, ~Iontmort:ncy, 

Alpena, Benzie, Grand Traverse, Kalkaska, Crawford 1 05codJ, AlconJ, :\hnislec. \Yexford, 
Missaukee, Roscommon, Ogcmaw, Iosco, ~!ason, Lake, Osceob, Cbre, Gbdwin a!ld Aren2.c. 

(5) The area now included in the following counties constitutes the south zone: Oceana. 
Newaygo, Mecosta, lsabetia, 1\[idbnd. B.1y, Huron, ~Muskegon, ;)lontcalm., Gr~tiot. Sa£:inJ.w, 
Tuscob, Sanilac, Ottawa, Kent, Ionia,· Clinton, Shhnvasscc, Genesee, Lapeer, St. Cl3.ir! 
Allegan, Barry, E:tton, Ingh:tm, Livingston. O:~.kland, :l\lacorob, Van Buren, K.Jlawazo0. Cal
houn, Jackson, 'Vashtenaw, "'ayne, Berrien, Cass, St. jo~eph, Branch, HillsdJle, LenJ.wee 
and :Monroe. 

Sec. 2. (1) A5 established for use in the north zone. the ~IichigJ.n coordinJte ·system 
shall be named, and in nny bnd description in which it is used it shJll be dc-:;it;nJ.ted the 
Michigan coord[n;J.te system, north zone. 

(2) As established for usc in the ccntnd zone: the Michipn coorcHn:lte s~·sterrt sh.:1ll be 
named, and in :my bnd d~scription in which it is used it shall be designated the ?\Iicblgan 
coordinate system, central zone. 

(3) As c;tahlishcd lor usc in the south zone, the Michigan coordinate system shall be 

(4) 
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named, nnd in ;~r1y l.111d description in which it is used it shaiJ Lc dc::i1:natcd thO .\fithii~.Hl 
coordinate system, south ;.one. 

Sec. 3. The pl:tnt• (.tlOrt!inJtL':i (lf a point on tilt' l'.Hlh\ ;,udJct·, tu h· \l:>ed in· r.\p1·1· . .,in1: 
the }'osition or !oration of such pvint in the appropriatr 7.t>tiC <lf thi.'> :·.y~!cm, !ill;, II ({11\~.i· t of 
2 dist:\ncts, cxprcsseJ in Amcric;)ll st!rvcy feet :l/\<.1 clccirn;d:. thcrcuf. Oae of thc5r di:.l.lncc:;, 
to be known .:ts the "x-coordin:Hc'\ skd! f::ivc_ the posi!.ion in an c.1st Jnd west clircctio:1; the 
ether, to be known as the "y-coordim.te", shall give the position in :1 north anr.J south 
direction. These coorclinJtcs shall be m<1dc to depend upon an.d cor:fom1 to the coordi;1.Jks, 
on the }.lichig:.:tn coordinate system, of the trinng:ub.tion and trJ••ersc stJtions of the Fnit.cd 
States coast and geodetic survey within this state, as those coordinates hJvc been dc:tcm1ira:d 
by the survey. 

Sec. 4. \Vhcn ;my tract of land to be dcfmcd by a single de~cription c-.:lcnds from 1 i:1to 
another of the dJOve coordinate zones, the positions of all points on its Lou;1d.1rie:s nDy be 
referred to either of the 2 zones, the zone which is used Lcing spcdftcally namtd in the 
description .. 

Sec. 5. (1) For the purposes of more precisely dcfwing thC> 1Iichi~an coordin.1le syste1:1 
the following dcftnitlon by the United St:ttcs coast and gcoddic survey is .J.dopt~d: 

(a) The 11ichigan coordinate system, notth zone, is a Lambert conforn1JI projl~ctio:-t of 
the Clarke spheroid of 1866, rnngnifH:d in line.1r· dimCnsiort by a fJctor of l.OOOOSS:?, h:tYing 
standard parallels at north latitudes 4$ deGrees 29 minutes and 47 degrees 5 minutes. along: 
which parallels the sc.1lc shall be exact. The origin of coordinates is at the intersection of the 
ineridian 87 degrees zero minutes west of Greenwich and the po.r.:1Ilcl··l·l degrees -li minute5 
nos:U1 latitude. This origin is given the coordinates: x::::: 2,000,000 fed and y::::: 0 feet. 

(b) The l\1ichigan coordinate system, central zone, is <!. LJmbert conform.1l projection 
of the Clarke spheroid of 1866, magnified in ·linear dimension by a f.1ctor of 1.0(100332. 
having standard par:.illels at north btitudc 'I~ degrees 11 minutes and ·15 dL•grces 42 minutes, 
along which p:uallels the scale shall be ex."lct. The 01igin of coordinates i5 at th~ intcr~eclion 
of the .meridian 84 degrees 20 minutes wesi of Grcen\\·ich and the p:.r2.llel 43 dczrees 19 
minutes north btitude. This origin is gi\·en the coordilntes: 'X:::': 2,000,000 feet andy:::::::: 0 feet. 

(c) The :i\lichigan coordinate System, south zone, is a L1mbert conform~! projectio:-~ of 
the Clarke spheroid of 1"866, rnagnifled in linear dimension by a factor of l.OC003S2, hJ\·iilg 
standard parallels at north latitude 42 degrees 6 minutes <H1d 43 degrees '10 minute3 along 
which parallels the scale shall be exact. The origin of coordinates i:. at the intenectio\l of 
the meridian 84 degrees 20 minutes west of GrecmYich and the p:tralltl ·ll degrees 30 miaul.es 
noJth latitude. This origin is given the coordinates: x = 2,ooopoo ieet andy:.:-:: 0 feet. 

(2) The position of the Iv!ichigan coordinate system shall be as m:ukecl on the ground 
by triangulalion or traverse stations established in conformity with stand.:uds adorteJ by 
the United States co::tst and geodetic survey for first-order and second-order geodetic control 
surveys, whose geodetic positions hJ.ve been rigidly adjusted on the Korth Arneric:m c'.1te:n 
of 1927, 2nd whose coordinates h<1ve been computed on the system herein dfrincd. Any such 
station may he mcd for tstablishing: a survey connection with the :\fichigan ccordin..1te sys.tem. 

Sec. 6. ·No coordinates bJsed on the !\lidUgnn coordirnte system, puq.orting to dt:'line 
the position of a point on a land bou;Hhry, shaH be prC3t·nted to be rccord~~d in any public 

'land records or deed records unless such point is within 0 mile of a triangul~tion or tr<"tvcr.se 
station estab!Jshed in confom1ity with tht standards prescribed in section 5 of this act. 

Sec. 7. The use of the tenn filkbig.1n coordinate system on any nup, repurt of survey, 
or othq document, shJll be limited to coordinates b:tsed on the ).!icldgJ.n coordin.1tc system 
as dcfmed in this n.ct. 

Sec. 8. \VhcitHr coordinJtcs based on the· MichigJn coordin:tte system ar~ used to 
describe any tract of bod which in the ~:1me document is ~d:>o dt~scrihctl by rcltrencc to Jny 
subdivision, line-, or corner of the Vttited States IJUblic l:tnd surveys, or to any s.ubdi\·i~ion 
pllt duly record(.'(! in acrord.ltlCe with Act No. 172 of the l'uUlic Acts of 1929, ;Js J.ill~~~di~d. 

being sections 560.1 to SGO.SO of the Cornpiltd L:tws of 19·13, the de;;cription by coordi;1:1tes 
!ilLlU be construed a.s supplemental to the L.1sic tlc~cription of such subdi\"isi0n. li~;;. or 
c~rner contained in the ofiici.1l pbts and ftcld notes filed of record, and in th{! e••cnt of any 
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conflict thC clc:;cription Ly reference to the subdivision, !inr, or corner of ll1c United 5Lttt_·~; 
publi~ land surveys, or recorded subdivision pbt, shall prcv;Li\ over the dt:!:>oiption by 
coordin.1tcs. · 

Sec. 9. Nothing cont.1incd in this ~ct sktll require ~ny purchJ.scr or ·rnortpg:cc to rei:; 
on a description, which depends exclusi\·cly upon the i-.lichigan coordinate system. 

-------·------.-----------------------···-----· 
Ocrk of the House of Representatives . 

.. / 

------------~~---~----·-··· ------~-~--

Secretary of the Sen3tc. 

Approved.·-·-·-·----------------
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-·---·--------·------
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Governor. 
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

<" .....-.= " l,_. :::>-'.{l~~:_;~- "' FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
.. (, ·~ 'tl ;.;-"' 

J 141H o' . 
FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY PROGRAM IVlANUAL 

VOLU1,1E 
6 . ENGINEERING AND TRAFFIC OPER.I\TIONS ------------

l 

CHAPTEfl 3 PRECO;\STRUCTION PROCEDURES 
. 

SECTION 2 PROGRM! AND PROJECT PROCEDURES 
··-L.-

SUBSECTION l GEODETIC SURVEYS AND STATION HARKERS 

"Par. l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

PURPOSE 
AUTHORITY 
BACKGROUND 
POLICY 
INITIATION OF PROJECTS 
STANDARDS 
PROGRM!ING 
PRESERVATION 

· 1. PURPOSE 

Transmittal 48 
August 5, 1974 

.HNG-11 

• The purpose of this directive is to prescribe procedures 
for conduct·ing geodet1:c control surveys when participation 
with Federal-aid highway funds in the cost thereof is 
proposed and to encourage interagency cooperation in 
setting station markers, surveying to measure their 
position, and preserving the control so established. 

2. AUTHORITY 

Section lOl(a), Title 23, United States Code, defines the 
term "construction" to include the establishment of 
temporary and perma11ent geodetic markers in accordance with 
specifications of the National Oceanic and At"1ospheric 
Administration (NOAA) in the Department of Con1mercc. 
Section 315, Title 23, United States Code and 49 CFR 1.48 
authorize the issuance of regulations to implement 

_these projects. · 

3. BACKGROU:\li 

a. The National OccaJJ Survey (NOS), a component of NOAA, 
has the responsibility for establishing a network of 
basic control sttrvciys Rt!d station markers of sufficient 
accuracy at!d permanence to ~rovide the rigid framework 
needed by eJJgincering, cadastral and cartog1·aphic 
agencies. Adequately monumented second-order geodetic 

Regulatory Jll~terial 'is italicized. 
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$'-'\J~1dJ.-.t\.LU n1gu\...-o.y ,~rogram Nanual 
Transmittal 48, August S, 1974 

Vol. t1, 1..11ap. 3 
Sec. 2, Subscc. 1 

b. 

surveys arc needed to provide the necessary horiioJJtal 
and vertical control for the aerial and ground surveys 
and mapping activities required in the development and 
operation of modern highKays. 

The Office of Management and Budget has delegated to the 
Department of Commerce, the leadership in insuring that 

. Federal funds for high-order surveying are expended in 
such a manner that they co"ntributc to the completion of 
the National Geodetic Control Net~orks and are not 
performed as single purpose surveys. This responsibility 
has been further delegated to NOS and its su~JComponent 
the National Geodetic Survey. 

4; POLICY 

a; Ceodeti.c vurvcyc along Federal-aid highway t:ysl.cm ro1den 
may be programmed as Federal-aid highway projects. It 
shall l1e the policy of the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) to encourage the usc of the procedures described 
herein to establish permanent survey control of sccond
·order accuracy, or better, whenever feasible or prac
ticable for highway development. 

b. All geodetic survey tJo:rk performed as a Federa7.-ald 
hiohu,au vro:iect 1.J·iZZ conform to NOS svecifieations, T.he 
NOS 1.J{i-( as the 2'cprese;Jtative of FH~IA, i>e 1'esponsible 
for the inspection and ve1•i[icaU.on of the 1.Jo.rk to 
asce:rtain that the specifications for the 1.Jm•k have been 
met. Pinal p1'oject acceptance by Pl!IJA 1.Jill be p:redicated 
on a finding of acceptability by NOS. Geodeti.c surveys 
may be performed by NOS forces or by qualifieJ crews 
assigned by the State highway department. A State 
highHay department should feel free to·do the work with 
its own forces but if it docs not have persoJlncl 011 its 
staff qualified to undertake the work, it ·may employ 
either qualified private firms or NOS if that agency's 
services can be secured. 

c. Geodetic station n1arkcr projects may be established to 
aid in tl1e development of any Federal-aid route. Exten
sive projects covering routes tl1at will result in ·a 
pattern of closed geo~etric figures are encouraged. This 
is especially desirable as a means of iilcreasing the 
reliability of the survey where few existing markers arc 
available for chccki11g tl1c accuracy of surveys. 
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Federal-Aid flighwa9 Program Manual 
Tran~mittal 48, August S, 1974 

Vol. 6, Chap. 3 
Sec. 2, Sul>sec. 1 

d. Modern surveying instruments and.methods pr6vide a 
means of establishing a considerable number of geodetic 

1 ·.__. station markers on adjacent routes by deYcloping 
auxiliary control stations. Consideration, therefore, 
should be given to establishing some geodetic station 
markers to serve as control points on ro~tes nearby 

.• 

or connecting to the Federal-aid routes covered by 
geodetic survey projects \{hen this can be done as an 
incidental to the main project with little additional 
cost. ;· 

5. INITIATION OF PROJECTS 

All geodetic su-rvey p-roJects shall be coo-rdinated by the 
l'HI-!A Division Eng1:neer, the State highway depa-rtment and 
NOS. Any State highway or transportation department desiri11g 
to initiate a project for the establishment of geodetic 
station markers, either as a planning survey project or as 
a l'ederal-aid construction project, should first write to the 
Director, National Geodetic Survey, Rockville, Maryland 
20852. He will arrange for !1is representative to 1neet with 
represerttatives of tl1e State and the l'HWA Division Engineer 
to discuss the proposed project. At this meeting a decision 
should be reached on such things as (1) the means by which 
the survey project HtU be accomplished; (2) the spacing 
between markers, (3) Hhether the State will furnish aerial 
photographs on which the locaiion of markers wi11 be 
indicated; (4) the app~oximate schedule to be folJ.owed; and, 
(5) the approximate cost of the project, Hhjch shall include 
all station markers, their setting and surveying, and the 
computations and adjustments of the survey. The agreement 
between the State and NOS resulting from this meeting sl•ould 
be made a part of the project record. The NOS will be 
custodians of and the distributing agency for the survey 
data. 

6. STANDARDS 

a. Highway purposes may best be se~ved by the establishment 
of station marke-rs foro ho-rizontal control along Federal
aid highway routes at spacings of j to 8 kilometers 
(about 2 to 5 miles) and station ma-rke-rs for ve-rtical 
control at spacings no closer than 1 kilometer. 

' 
b. Projects sil(5uld be of sufficient scope to permit efficient 

use of field parties. Projects .should extend at least 
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Sec. 2, Subsec. 1 'ransmittal 48, August S, 1974 

30 kilometers. Projects may be coordinated with 
adjoining States to attain grea tel' effie iency. 

c. Where geode tic station markers cannot be e stab Zi. sited 
initia7.ly at points readily accessible from the PederaZ·
aid route, or where unavoidable circumstances result in 
their being established within construction limits, 
supplemental projects may later be approved to set and 
survey ·mal'kers at satisfactO!'Y permanent points, pre
ferably within the right-of--way but at points uhere their 
use docs not introduce traffic hazards. 

d. In the execution of surveys for establishing geodetic 
sration markers, it may be necessary to establish 
temporary intermediate geodetic stations. If these 
intermediate stations have a potential value for 

·extending or checking other future highway surveys or 
·w<!>uld be of benefit to other survey agencies, they 
·s~ould be preserved by setting permanent station markers, 
where needed: and preserving the necessary data. 

I' 
PROGRAMit\G ii 

b. 

; :· \1,. 

Fr:fderal-<~id construction projects for the estabJ ishment 
o:l( geodetic station markers should be Jl1"0);:ran,mcc1 in the 
sc(\ne manner as other Federal ~-ai'd projects. Projects in 
egch State shall be identified by a separate numbering 
system in cltronological order beginning wit}a number one, 
A'separate symbol designation of GM will be ~sed, followed 
by the letter indicating the class of funds, such as. • ·r 

GMI, GMF, and so forth. The ratio of Federal,participation 
will be that authorized for the class 6f funds applicable 
to the Federal-aid system involved • 

. P:r:ojccts fo.r the.establishmcnt of geodetic station 
ii!(l}jl£ers may be included in HPR l·:ork pTo[:rams provided 
th~t regular necessary planning activities can l·e 
maintained otherwise. On such work programs, geodetic 
station marker projects will be inc1udcd as separa.t.c 
i t1~ms. . ' 

PRESERVATION :i 

a, 

\.......,_., 

' 
Arty loss or destruction of p6rmanent monumcJJts necessi
tates additional expenditure of public funds aJac1 deprives 
en~in6ers of much valu<~ble data until tlaey are replaced. 
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rcucJ.~aJ.·tuu n.q;uwar Yrograrn NanuaJ. 
Transmittal 48, August S, 1974 

vo1 • .1, ~..;nap, 3 
Sec. 2, Subsec. 1 

b. It is recognized that some station markers may be iri 
such locations or placed in such a manner as to inter
fere with future higl1way construction or maintenance. 
When such situations occur, advice should be forwarded 

,, to the Director, National Geodetic Survey, Rockville, 
M;nyland 20852, telephone 301-496-8600, \·:ho will take 
corrective measures or arrange with other agencies for 
this service. Surveying and mapping agencies have 
given assurance tl1at they will, to the best of their 
ability, relocate the monuments 1dth their o1m forces. 
When this cannot be accomplished readily, they would 
appreciate cooperation of State l1ighway officials or 
contractors to insure that the basic data is preserved 
until such time as the new monuments can be established. 

• ' '·· 
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t10~JSIE B~Ll No. 407 4 
.. 

February 1, 1973, Introduced by Rep. Smit and referred to the 

· Committee on Conservation and Recreation. 

. '• 

A bill to amend Act No.9 of the Public Acts of 196~, entitled 

'~n act to describe, define and official!~ adopt a system of coordinates for 
designating the position of points on the surf~ce of the earth within this 
state," 

being sections 5~.231 to 5~.239 of the Compiled Laws of 1970, by adding sec-

tions 10 and 11. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF 'MICHIGAN ENACT: 

l Section l. Act No. 9 of the Public Acts of 196~, being sections 5~.231 to 

2 5~.239 of the Compiled Laws of 1970, Is amended by adding sections 10 and. 11 to 

3 ·read as follows: 

l1 SEC. 10. THE ADi!IIIISTRATIVE AGEUCY OF THE MICHIGAU COOf\OiilATE SYSTE/\ 

5 SHALL DE THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISIOil OF THE DEPARTMENT OF UATURAL RESOURCES, 

6 AND IT SHALL Ht.VE THE FOLLOV/ I NG ADD IT I OIIAL PO HERS AIW DUTIES: 

7 (A) TO COGRDIIlATE, PREPARE, AllD ADHIIliSTER A GEODETIC COHTROL PROGP,;,,'I 

·' 8 TfiROUG!WUT THE STATE • 

. •' 
IJ33 '13 



1 (B) TO CREATE AN ADVISORY COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES OF AFFECTED STATE 

2 AGENCIES, STATE WGIIJEERING, SURVCYIIIG AND PLAIINIIIG SOCIETIES, A11D LQCAL 

,' =! GOVERtllUG AND PLANIWIG GROUPS. THE ADVISORY COUIICJL SHf1LL·REI/DER SUCK SERVICE 
~·' 

4 AS THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

5, REQUIRES Ill CARRYitlG OUT THE PROVISIOIIS OF THIS ACT. 

6 (C) TO UTiLIZE SERVICES OF THE UNITED STATES COAST AI/D GEODETIC SUf\VEY 

7 AND THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY ON A MATCHING FUND BASIS. 

8 (D) TO PREPARE AND ADI'\IIHSTER A GENERAL TOPOGRf\PHIC ~IAPPIIIG PROGRMI 

9, THROUGHOUT THE STATE. 

10 (E) TO PROVIDE EXPERT CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES TO MUNICIPALITIES 

11 , AND PI,ANNING DISTRICTS FOR SEPARATE LARGE SCALE MAPS. THE SERVICES SHALL 

12 

B 

'~ 14 

5 

INCLUDE BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO SPECIFICATIOIIS FOR FORMAT, CONTENT, SCALE, CON

TOUR IN~ERVAL, AND ACCURACY. 

(F) TO ,PROMULGATE RULES FOR CONTRACTitiG FOR LARGE SCALE MAPS AND TO, 

ESTABLISH STAI/DARDS FOR I NSPECTJ 01;, ACCEPTANCE, OR REJECT! ON OF THE Hi\PS, 

16 (G) TQ,MA~E OR CAUSE TO BE MADE SURVEYS, COMPUTATIONS, AND FIELD MO~U-

17 HENTATIONS NECESSARY TO FURTHER OR COMPLETE TilE MICHIGAN COORDINATE SYSTEM. 

18 (H) TO EllTER II!TO COI/TRf,CTS OR COOPERATIVE f,GREEIIEIITS ~liTH OTHER STATE 

19 OR-FEDERAL AGEt~CIES IN PRN~OTII/G THE MICHIGAN COORDINATE SYSTE/1. 

20 (I) TO ACCEPT GIFTS, GR!\t1TS, BEQUESTS, OR DEVISES FOR THE PURPOSE OF 

21 CI\RRYitiG OUT THE PROVISIONS OF TillS ACT. 

22 (J) TO COORDIN,\TE, Of\GANIZE, AIW DIRECT FEDERAL OR OliiCR ASSISTAilCE 

. 23 WHICH P.AY BE OfT ERED TO FURTHER THE PROVISIONS OF TillS ACT. 

24 (K) TO COOPERATE WITH ANY INDIVIDUAL, Flf\1'1 1 COIWAI/Y, AtlD PUBLIC Of\ P?,l-

25 VIITE AGEt~CY Ill Ct-P.RYfljG OUT TilE PROVISIOIIS OF THIS ACT. 

26 , (L) TO PROMULGATE RULES AIID ESTABLISH SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISH-

,~-.27 1\E//T AriD USE OF THE HICHIGi1~l COOP.DII~i\TE SYSTH\ COIISISTEI/T WITH TilE PRACTICES 
... . .. -. 
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j AND STANDARDS OF THE UNITED STATES COAST ANO GEODETIC SURVEY, AND ACT NO. 288 

2 OF TtiE PUBLIC ACTS OF 1967, AS AttENDED, BEING SECTIONS 560.101 TO 560.293 OF 

THE MICHIGAN COMPILED LAWS. 
'-' 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

ll 

12 

13 

14 
. -
' ., 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

2Z 

23 

24 

~) TO PREPARE TO ASSUME CONTROL OVER TOWNSHIP PLATS AND FIELD NOTES NOW 

IN THE LANDS DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES. 

SEC. 11. (I) THE GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

NATURAL RESOURCES SHALL PROVIDE FOR A REPOSITOR OF ALL MAPS, CHARTS, SURVEYS, 

NOTES, PHOTOGRAPHS, OR OTHER MATTERS RELATING TO THE LAND, AIR, OR WATER OF 

THIS STATE INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: 

(A) UN IT ED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MAPS OF TOPOGRAPHIC QUADRANGLES, SOTH 

: PRELIM I NARY A@ FINAL PRINTS, ANO ANY OTHER G EO LOG I CAL MAP. ·. 

(B) HAPS RELATING TO FOREST SERVICE OR SOIL CONSERVATION. 

(C) NAVIGATIONAL CHARTS AS PREPARED BY: UNITED STATES LAKE SURVEY; 

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE; f!ND THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

(D) COMPILED MAPS OF THE ARMY MAP SERVICE Atm Utll TED STATES G EO LOG I CA~ 

SURVEY. 

(E) PUBLISHED MAPS OF STATE DEPART/lENTS AND AGENCIES. 

(F) UNITED STATES PUBLIC LAND SURVEYS OF TOW·ISHIP PLATS AND FIELD :IOTES. 

(G) SUBDIVISION MAPS AND SURVEYS. 

(H) MAPS OF CITIES, VILLAGES, TOWNSHIPS, AND COUNTIES. 

(I) HISTORICAL MAPS. 

(J) SURVEY MAPS AND RECOVERY SECTION tORNER NOTES. 

(K) AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS AND NEGATIVES. ./ 
' 

(2) THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION SHALL PROVIDE FOR THE. INDEXING, 

25 fllltiG, CATALOGIIIG, REPRODUCTIOII, SALE, AIW ACCESS OF ALL MTTERS PROVIDED FOR 

26 IN SUBSECTION (1) . 
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